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Harnack Inequalities for Schrödinger Operators

WOLFHARD HANSEN

Ann. Scuola Nonn. Sup. Pisa Cl. Sci. (4)
Vol. XXVIII (1999),

Abstract. Let g be a signed Radon measure on a domain X in 1, with Green

function G x , assume that p is potentially bounded, i.e., that the potential G~ ~~’~ I
is bounded for every ball B in X, and define (x) = lim (y) -

G x I B /1 (x ), x E B, B C X (p is a local Kato measure if and only = = 0).
The question, if positive p-harmonic functions, i.e., positive finely continu-

ous solutions of Ah - h p = 0, satisfy Harnack inequalities, is completely solved:
If U is a domain in X admitting a positive 4-harmonic function which is locally
bounded and not identically zero, then Harnack inequalities hold for positive p-
harmonic functions on U and every p-harmonic function on U is locally bounded.
In particular, Hamack inequalities always hold as long as d~-  y  1 (they
may already fail for d~-  1, but it is it possible that they hold non-trivially in
spite of big values of d,- ). The results are presented in a general setting covering
uniformly elliptic operators and sums of squares of smooth vector fields.

Mathematics Subject Classification (1991): 35J10 (primary), 31Dn5, 35B45,
31 C05, 35J 15 (secondary).

1. - Introduction

Since many years it is well known that for several classes of linear par-
tial differential operators L of second order positive (weak) solutions u of

Schrodinger equations

on a domain U satisfy Harnack inequalities

if it is a (local) Kato function or - more generally - a signed (local) Kato
measure. Over the years, quite a few papers have been written using various
techniques and considering different settings (e.g., [AS82], [BHH85], [CFG86],

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 19 agosto 1998 e in forma definitiva il 18 marzo 1999.
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[BHH87], [Her85], [HK90], [Sim90], [Han93], [CGL93], [KS93], [Kur94],
[Kuw96], [LM97], [Moh98], see Sections 2 and 5 for some comments).

It has also been shown - but this seems to be known primarily among
specialists for abstract potential theory (see [FdLP88], [dLP90]) - that Hamack
inequalities always hold if £ yields (locally) a Brelot space (X, x) with Green
function Gx (true for the operators in the papers quoted before), if A &#x3E; 0

(more restrictive), and if J1 (function or measure) is only potentially bounded
with respect to Gx and *Gx, i.e., if the potentials GiAJl = fA G x (., 
and are bounded for every compact subset A of X

(more generaL ~ince It local Kato is equivalent to having G IA A boundcd and
continuous, see the discussion in Section 2). It was accepted that in the clas-
sical case and closely related ones Hamack inequalities hold as well if J1 + is

potentially bounded and J1- is a Kato measure (though there does not seem to
exist a correct proof for it in the literature; we give a short proof in Section 5)
and that e.g. the method used in [BHH87] would even allow for very small

discontinuities of the potentials . But this is all one could prove in the

classical case until now.
So the interesting question arises: What happens if J1 + and J1- are poten-

tially bounded, but the oscillation

is not assumed to be small? More specifically:
~ Do we always have Hamack inequalities as long as dJl- :::: Y  I?
9 May Hamack inequalities already fail for d~-  I?
~ Is it possible that Hamack inequalities hold in a non-trivial way even if

d,- admits very big values?
9 Can the domains where Hamack inequalities hold for A - J1- be character-

ized ?
Are Hamack inequalities always valid as long as at least the differences
1 + i,- G x - Gx are continuous?

The purpose of this paper is to give a positive answer to these questions.
The potential theoretic method we shall use will require only one property in
addition to having a Brelot space with Green function Gx , namely the following
local triangle property:

(LT) There exists a covering of X by open sets U such that for some constant C &#x3E; 0

(which may depend on U) and all x, y, Z E U

Clearly, any function 6x which at the diagonal is locally equivalent to a
function Gx satisfying (LT) has property (LT) as well. So the local triangle
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property holds for all Green functions associated with uniformly elliptic operators
of type

where the matrix a (x ) = is symmetric, bounded, measurable, positive
definite uniformly in x (see [Her68], [CFG86]) and - in the second, the non-
divergence type - Holder continuous ([Her62], [BM68], [HS82], [HS84]) (of
course, both types can be complemented by terms of lower order).

Moreover, it is almost trivial that (LT) is satisfied if X can be covered by
open sets U such that

where p is a quasi-metric on U is a positive decreasing numerical function
with

(see Proposition 9.2). In particular, (LT) holds for sub-Laplacians on stratified
Lie algebras with homogeneous dimension Q &#x3E; 3.

And - last but not least - the local triangle property is satisfied if X can
be covered by open sets U such that

(see Proposition 9.3) where p is any quasi-metric, B (x, r) - {y : p (x, y) 
r }, and B « I B I is any measure which is finite on these balls and has the

doubling property ~(~,2r)~ ~ I and weak quadratic increase, i.e.,
I if r  s. In particular, (LT) holds if X c R d,

d &#x3E; 3, and (X, H) is given by an operator

where X 1, ... , X r are smooth vector fields on satisfying Hormander’s con-
dition

for hypoellipticity of the sum.
Answering the questions, which we raised for the classical case, in the

general framework of a Brelot space (X, ~) with Green function having property
(LT) we may thus obtain results proven for Kato functions in [CFG86] and
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[CGL93] by PDE methods and get, as in the classical case, further results for
the operators considered there.

Moreover, let us note that the proofs for Harnack inequalities given in

[Her87], [dLP90], [Zah96], [Zah] for perturbation of general Brelot spaces by
signed Kato measures contain serious gaps or are simply wrong (for the first
two papers see [dLP99], in [Zah96] the suggested proof of Theorem 17 fails
and [Zah] is based on it). So even for Kato measures our result on Hamack

inequalities is new in the general setting.
The reader who is mainly interested in what can be done for Schrodinger

operators on open subsets of R d may simply skip some of the more
general parts of the paper, in particular Sections 6 and 7, and imagine to be in
the classical situation all the time.

2. - Main results in the classical case

Before introducing it-harmonic functions in the general setting of a Brelot
space let us briefly discuss the main results obtained in the classical case:

Let X be a domain in 1, with Green function Gx (A G x (., y) =

-8y for every y E X) and let denote the set of all signed Radon
measures on X which are potentially bounded, i.e., such that the potential
G1B’JL’ I - f B G x (., z) is bounded for every open ball B with B c X. For

example, Lebesgue measure ), on X is contained in and fit E 
for any it E and bounded density f.

We recall that a function V on X is a (local) Kato function if

locally uniformly in x if r tends to zero (where B (x, r) = f y E X : Iy-xl I  r}).
(In [CFG86] these functions are said to belong to the Stummel class.) Replacing
the measure in (2.1 ) by it being a signed measure on X, we may define
the more general class of (local) Kato measures on X. For example,
(d - I)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on the intersection of any hyperplane
and X is a Kato measure (singular with respect to Lebesgue measure). It is

easily seen that AKato(X) is the set of all signed Radon measures on X such
that the potentials a ball with B G X, are bounded and continuous
(see [BHH87]). This shows that

On the other hand, every locally bounded potential is a countable sum of
continuous potentials and hence every J1 E is the limit of an increasing
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sequence in particular, as Kato measures do not charge polar sets,
we have = 0 for every JL E Mpb(X) and for every polar set P.

We recall that two real functions u and u’ on an open set U are equal
quasi-everywhere, u = u’ q.e., if lu =,4 u’} is a polar set and that a function
u is called quasi-continuous, if for every E &#x3E; 0 there exists an open set V
of capacity less that E such that the restriction of u on U B V is continuous.
For example, every element in admits a quasi-continuous version (see
[DL54]). Furthermore, every finely continuous function is quasi-continuous (the
fine topology is the coarsest topology on X such that all positive superharmonic
functions on X are continuous). To deal with measures it which might not be
absolutely continuous with respect to À it is useful to know that two quasi-
continuous functions which are equal h-almost everywhere are equal even quasi-
everywhere (see e.g. [BH91]).

DEFINITION 2.1. Given it E Mpb(X) and an open subset U of X, a function
h E À + is called It-harmonic (quasi- it -harmonic resp.) on U if

and h is finely continuous (finely continuous outside a polar set).

It is easily seen that a locally bounded h is It-harmonic on U if and only
if is harmonic on B for every ball B with B C U (see Lemma 3.2
where the general case and the equivalence to the definition in [FdLP88] is
discussed as well).

If JL E MKato(X), then every it-harmonic function is continuous ([Han93])
and it has been shown in [BHH85] (published in [BHH87]) that defining

-C ( U ) _ { h E C(U) : h &#x3E;-harmonic on U } , 11-1-t = U open in X }

we obtain a Brelot space (X, ~~C). In particular, Hamack inequalities hold for
&#x3E;-harmonic functions, i.e., for every domain U in X and for every compact
subset A of U, there exists a constant c &#x3E; 0 such that

for every &#x3E;-harmonic function h &#x3E; 0 on U. At about the same time PDE
methods have been used to obtain Hamack inequalities for A - V, V being a
Kato function ([CFG86]). Both papers [CFG86] and [BHH85]/[BHH87] yield
Hamack inequalities for more general uniformly elliptic operators.

An interesting larger subclass of Mpb(X) is the set Mpbc(X) of all Jl E

such that each function G1BJL = G1BJL+ - G1BJL- is continuous (while

perhaps = is not). Keuntje showed that, given It E
continuous it-harmonic functions lead to a harmonic space (X, Jl1t)

if and only if Jl E Mpbc(X) ([Keu90]). The question, however, if for E

the resulting harmonic space is even a Brelot space remained open.
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That the method used in [BHH87] to obtain Harnack inequalities for &#x3E;-
harmonic functions, E immediately leads to a corresponding result
for those p E Mpb(X) having potentials which are sufficiently small for
small balls B (G B Green function for B) went unnoticed until Nakai published
such a result ([Nak96]). In [dLP90], it is claimed (if we specialize the statement
to the classical case) that Harnack inequalities hold for positive locally bounded

p-harmonic functions on a ball B if G B  y  1. However, as we already
noted, the proof for this assertion is not correct (see [dLP99]).

Our first main result is the following (cf. Theorems 11.4, 11.6, and 11.8):

THEOREM 2.2. and let LT be a i3t X 

locally bounded positive on U which is not identically zero (or
a domain which can be covered by such domains). Then the following is true:

1. For every h on U there exists a 
it on U such that it = h q.e.

2. Every on U is locally bounded.
3. Harnack inequalities hold for positive on U.
4. If u E -f- ~ quasi-continuous and Du - = 0, then there exists

a (unique) h on U such that h = u q.e.
4’. = VÀ and u E À) such that V u E À) and AM - V u = 0,

then there exists a unique on U such that h = u 

REMARK 2. 3. 1 ) Some regularity is needed is not absolutely continuous
with respect to À: If ~ 0 is supported by a (necessarily non-polar) Borel
set A having Lebesgue measure zero, then u : := satisfies 0 u = 0 = 

However, the only finely continuous function h which is ~-a.e. equal to u is
the constant 1 which is not &#x3E;-harmonic since O1 = 0 And of course u
does not satisfy Harnack inequalities.

2) If u E is quasi-continuous, then (see e.g. [Her68],
p.353). So (4) in Theorem 2.2 states in particular that every quasi-continuous
solution u E to AM 2013M~=0 admits a unique quasi-continuous version
which is even finely continuous (continuous if &#x3E; is a Kato measure).

Let us stress the fact that of course Harnack inequalities hold trivially on
every domain U not admitting any positive -harmonic function except the
constant 0. On the other hand, there is no chance for Harnack inequalities if
there exists a single positive p-harmonic function on the domain U which is
not locally bounded (and then there cannot exist any locally bounded positive
p-harmonic function on U ). We shall be able to decide when this happens,
and examples will illustrate various possible cases.

For every p E x E X, B a ball with closure in X, define

and note that the oscillation d, (x) does not depend on the choice of B. Ip fact
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where II . denotes supremum norm (for details see Section 13). Of course,

and d/-L+ = d/-L- for every it E 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following:

COROLLARY 2.4. For every it E statements ( 1 ) , (2), (3), (4), and (4’)
of Theorem 2.2 hold for every domain U where d/-L- is strictly less than 1.

In particular, the assertion made in [dLP90] is true at least in the classical
case.

If E Mpbc(X), then Harnack inequalities for positive it-harmonic func-
tions will hold on any domain in X, even if d/-LI. is big (cf. Theorem 12.3):

THEOREM 2.5. For every E Mpb (X), the following statements are equivalent:

1. /-t E 

2. (X, /-LH) is a harmonic space.
3. (X, " H) is a Brelot space.

The following result implies that there are many measures it E Mpbc(X) B
MKato(X) (cf. Corollary 12.6):

THEOREM 2.6. For every 1 E there exists it2 E (having a
density with respect to À) such that /,t = ,c,c 1 - A2 E Mpbc(X), _ ~c,c,1, A A2-

Given any it E Mpb(X), Baire’s theorem and Corollary 2.4 imply that
there is a dense open subset Y of X such that Harnack inequalities for positive
it-harmonic functions will hold on every domain contained in Y. And this
is equally true if it is only assumed to be potentially finite, i.e., such that

G iB  00 for every ball B with B C X . But that is all we can be sure of
in general (cf. Theorems 13.4 and 13.7, Corollary 13.8, and Proposition 14.4):

THEOREM 2.7. Let be a signed Radon measure on X which is potentially
finite. Then there exists a dense open subset Y of X such that, for every domain U
contained in Y, properties (1), (2), (3), (4), and (4’) of Theorem 2.2 hold.

Conversely, given any dense open subset Y of X and any real 8 &#x3E; 0, there exists
a measure it  0 on X (with a density V with respect to Lebesgue measure) having
the following properties:

1. The union of all domains U where Harnack inequalities hold for positive it -
harmonic functions is the set Y .

2.  1 + E, is continuous on Y (i.e., dl,,, = 0 on Y) and dp - 1 on

X B Y..
In particular, for every 0  6  1, Y is the union of all balls B such that

 03B4.B o .
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Taking any measure in an application of Theorem 2.5
to multiples of this measure already tells us the following: There are measures
g E Mpb(X) such that Hamack inequalities hold for positive &#x3E;-harmonic func-
tions on every domain in X in spite of having arbitrarily big oscillations of
d,- . In contrast with the second part of Theorem 2.7 this may happen even if
A+ = 0 (cf. Proposition 14.5):

THEOREM 2.8. Given any dense open subset Y of X and strictly positive real
numbers a and 8, there exists a measure J.L  0 on X (absolutely continuous with
respect to Lebesgue measure) having the following properties:

1. The ~2), ~3), (4), and ~4’ ) of Theorem 2.2 hold for every do-
main U contained in Y.

2. Gtl :::: a -f- c, continuous on Y and dJL- = a on X B Y.

3. - Solutions of Schr6dinger equations and ~-harmonic functions

Generalizing the setup discussed in the previous section we shall assume
in the following that (X, 7~) is a connected P-harmonic Brelot space (X locally
connected and locally compact with countable base). In particular, ~C is a

sheaf of vector spaces H(U) of continuous real functions on U, U open in X,
which are called harmonic functions. Moreover, the sheaf H is non-degenerate,
there exists a base of (H)-regular sets and a strong convergence axiom holds
which amounts to having Hamack inequalities for positive harmonic functions on
domains in X. For the formal definition we refer the reader to [Her62],[CC72].

Various classes of linear partial differential operators of second order on
open subsets X of R d lead to Brelot spaces:

a) If

such that the functions aij, bi, c are Holder continuous with exponent a &#x3E; 0
and the quadratic forms § e X, are positive definite, then

yields a Brelot space ([Her62],[BM68]). See [Kro88] for the case where the
coefficients are only assumed to be continuous.

b) If

such that the functions aij are measurable, bounded and the matrix (aij (x)) is

uniformly elliptic, then (under mild restrictions on the functions bi, di, c, see
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[Her68]) we obtain a Brelot space defining a harmonic function u on open
subset U of X to be a continuous (version of a) weak solution of £u = 0, i.e.,
such that u E and

c) If L = + Y with smooth vector fields X 1, ... , Y such that

(1.3) holds, then we get a Brelot space by

(see [Bon70], [Bon69], [Her72], [BH86]).
In the examples given above we have Green functions which may (at least

locally) be equivalent to the classical Green function (cases (a) and (b)) or

rather different (in the degenerate case (c)).
In our abstract situation we shall assume that there is a Green function Gx

for (X, H), i.e., that we have a function Gx : X x X - [0, oo] such that the
following holds (for an abstract definition of potentials see below):

(i) For every y E X, G X ( ~ , y) is a potential on X, harmonic on X B {y},
(ii) for G x (x, .) is continuous on X B {x },
(iii) for every continuous real potential p on X there exists a measure

v &#x3E; 0 on X such 

This implies that the axiom of proportionality holds (i.e., given y E X, any
two potentials which are harmonic on X B {y} are proportional) (see [Bou79]).
Conversely, if all points of X are polar, then the axiom of proportionality implies
the existence of a Green function for (X, x) (see [Her62]).

We note that, in particular, G is lower semi-continuous on X x X and

locally bounded off the diagonal.
To get a better understanding of the main ideas let us first suppose that

GX is symmetric (as in the classical case), i.e., that

for all x, y E X (and hence (ii) is a consequence of (i)). However, we shall
mention explicitly when we are using the symmetry of Gx, and in the last
section we shall discuss which "adjoint" properties of Gx or ft will allow us
to get our results without the hypothesis of symmetry.

Finally, we shall assume for simplicity that the constant function 1 is

superharmonic on X (the general case can be reduced to this one dividing by a
strictly positive continuous real potential). The local triangle property which we
shall need to treat negative perturbations in an effective way will be introduced
later (see Section 9).
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Let us fix a base V of relatively compact regular domains for the topology
of X such that X V V and, for every V E V and for every neighborhood U
of V, there exists a set W E V with V c W c U. (We could get along
without regularity of the sets in V and the additional properties, but our choice
of V simplifies the following considerations.) In the classical case we could,
for example, take the set of all balls B with B c X.

For every V E V, we have the harmonic kernel Hv solving the Dirichlet
problem for V (in the classical case and for a ball V, Hv is the Poisson integral
operator). For every open subset U of X, define

Given an open subset U of X, let S+ (U) denote the set of all positive super-
harmonic functions on U, i.e., S+(U) is the set of all l.s.c. numerical functions
s &#x3E; 0 on U such that, for every V E V(U), Hvs is harmonic on V and

Hvs s s. By definition, a function p E S+(U) is a potential if the constant 0
is the only positive harmonic minorant of p.

For every V E V, we obtain a Green function G ~ on V defining

The symmetry of Gx implies the symmetry of the functions Gv, V c V (see
[Her62]).

Let denote the set of all signed Radon measures ,u on X such

that, for every compact A in X, the functions are bounded and countable
sums of continuous real potentials on X. One of the many equivalent proper-
ties characterizing axiom D, the axiom of domination, states that every locally
bounded potential is a countable sum of continuous potentials (see [CC72],
p. 228). Thus, if (X, H) satisfies axiom D, the set is the set of all

signed Radon measures &#x3E; on X such that the functions are bounded for

every compact A in X.
A signed Radon measure /vL on X is a (local) Kato measure if the potentials
A compact in X, are, continuous and bounded. Let denote

the set of all Kato measures on X. So every /t E is an increasing
limit of measures ltn E N. Moreover, measures it E do
not charge semi-polar sets. If (X, ~) satisfies axiom D, then every semi-polar
set is polar (see [CC72]). Let us recall that a subset P of X is polar if there
exists a function S E S+(X) such that P C is = oo}. In the classical case,

polar sets are the sets of (classical) capacity zero, and they are Lebesgue null
sets.

Finally, it is easily seen that a signed Radon measure It on X is in 
resp.) if and only if there is a covering of X by Borel sets An such
o lAnA±

that A c and the functions Gx are bounded (continuous resp.) for

every n E N.
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In the following we shall always assume that &#x3E; E unless explicitly
stated otherwise. For every V E V, we define a kernel Kfl by

and obtain a bounded operator on the space Bb (V ) of all bounded Borel functions
on V (given the supremum norm II . 1100). Moreover, (3.1) implies that

for all V, W E V such that W C V.
The following two lemmas on solutions of Schrbdinger equations =

0 will serve now to motivate the definition of /-L-harmonic functions in our

general situation. They will be useful later on to apply our results to the
classical case and - using corresponding results - to uniformly elliptic operators
and sums of squares of vector fields.

LEMMA 3.1. Let U be an open set in R d and suppose that J-l is absolutely
continuous with respect to À, it = VÀ. Then, for every U E À) such that
V u E À) and

there exists a quasi-,c,c-harmonic function h with h = u À-a.e.

PROOF. Given W E V(U), the function is a potential and

hence there exists a (unique) harmonic function g on W such that

The set P := = cxJ) is polar and defining

we obtain a real function on W such that u is finely continuous on W B P
and equal to u h-a.e. on W.

Now let (Wn ) be a sequence in V (U ) covering U and, for every n E N,
choose a polar subset Pn of Wn and a real function fin on Wn such that ~, is

finely continuous on Wn B Pn and
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Then P = polar. For all m, n E N, we have um = u = En ~-a.e. on
Wm n Wn and the functions um and En are finely continuous on (W rn n Wn) B P,
hence

(a h-null set has no finely interior points). So we may define a real function
h on U by

and then h is finely continuous on U B P, h = u À-a.e. on U. In particular,
Ah - V h = 0. Thus h is quasi-&#x3E;-harmonic. 0

LEMMA 3.2. Let h be a measurable real function on an open set U in X. Then
the following properties are equivalent in the classical case:

1. h E .cloc(U, ~, + h is quasi-continuous on U, and Ah - hA = 0.(1)
2. h is quasi -/,t -harmonic on U.
3. For every W E V (U), there exists a harmonic function g on W and a polar

set P such that Glhtl  00 on W B P and

PROOF. (1) (2): Given W E V(U), there exists a (unique) harmonic
function g on W such that h + = g h-a.e., i.e.,

Since the terms in this equation are quasi-continuous, we obtain that

so there exists a polar set P in W such that oo) c P and h g - G hg
on W B P. Therefore h is finely continuous on W B P. A trivial covering
argument shows that h is finely continuous on U outside a polar set. Thus h
is quasi- it -harmonic.

(2) ( 1 ): Any function u on U which is finely continuous on U B P,
P polar, is quasi-continuous: Indeed, assuming without loss of generality that
u &#x3E; 0 we may add a function S E S+ (U ) such that on P. Then u + s
is finely continuous, hence quasi-continuous. Given s &#x3E; 0, we may choose an
open set V with capacity less that 8 such that is = oo} C V and the restrictions
of u+s and s on U B V are continuous. Thus the difference is continuous.

(1) Added in proof: In fact, it is known that any real function is quasi-continuous if and only if it is
finely continuous outside a polar set (see [FOT94], Theorem 4.6.1 ). So a proof for the equivalence
of (1) and (2) could have been omitted.
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(2) ==~ (3): Let P be a polar set such that h is finely continuous on
U B P and fix W E V(U). By assumption, is a Radon measure on U,
hence Gi"’ is a potential on W and P’ := = 00} is polar. Moreover,
A(h + G~) = Ah - hJ1- = 0 on W, so there exists a (unique) harmonic
function g on W such that

Since h, Gw , and g are finely continuous and real on W B (P U P’), we conclude
that

(3) ==~ (2): Fix W E V(U), a harmonic function g on W and a polar
set P such that  cxJ on W B P andh=g-Gh4 on W B P. Then h is

of course finely continuous on W B P and h E Moreover Glh4l w is
a potential, hence h E (W, I g 1 ) and

A trivial covering argument finishes the proof.
0

REMARK 3.3. 1) If X c R d and (X, x, Gx) is given by a sum ,C =

~~ -1 X? + Y with smooth vector fields X 1, ... , Y satisfying ( 1. 3 ),

then Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 will hold as well if we replace A by £ (and
use Definition 2.1 with £ instead of A).

2) Similarly for uniformly elliptic operators in non-divergence form.
3) If X C R d and (X,H, G x) is given by a uniformly elliptic operator £

in divergence form, then the statements of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 are

true if modified in an obvious way: We have to consider weak solutions u of
,Cu - ult = 0, i.e., functions u E such that

for any ~ E (observe that (3.3) implies that u E since g E
by definition of H(W) and E (see [Her68]).

Let us now return to the general situation. In view of the Lemma 3.2 and
Remarks 3.3 the following definition is justified.

DEFINITION 3.4. Given &#x3E; E Mpb(X), a measurable real function h on an
open subset U of X is called it-harmonic resp.) if h is finely
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continuous (finely continuous outside a polar set) and if, for every V E V(U),
there exists a harmonic function g on V and a polar subset P of V such that

 o0 on V B P and

It is easily seen that fine continuity outside a polar set is already a con-
sequence of (3.4) and that the definition of (quasi-)&#x3E;-harmonic functions does
not depend on the choice of V. Since we shall not make any use of it, the
venfication is left to the reader.

If two measurable real functions coincide quasi-everywhere, then of course
one is quasi-&#x3E;-harmonic if the other is quasi-03BC harmonic. Since polar sets have
no finely interior points, for every u there exists at most one finely continuous
function u such that u - u q.e. In particular, for every quasi- A -harmonic
function h on an open set U, there exists at most one finely continuous real
function h on U such that h = h q.e., and then this function h is tt-harmonic.

The following simple lemma will allow us to show the existence of Jl-
harmonic modifications (see Theorem 11.4).

LEMMA 3.5. Let h be a open set U in X such

that, for some polar set P and for every compact subset A of U,

Then there exists a (unique and locally bounded ) h on U such
that h = h q.e.

PROOF. Fix V E V (U). By our preceding considerations and a trivial

covering argument, it suffices to show that there exists a finely continuous
function h on V such that /x = h q.e. on V. By definition, there exists a

harmonic function g on V and a polar subset P’ of V such that 
I 
 o0

on V B P’ 
I and

Since = 0, we obtain that

Thus

is a finely continuous real function on V and h = h q.e. on V. D

We close this section by the following observation which will be extremely
useful:
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LEMMA 3.6. Let h be a quasi- ti -harmonic function on an open set U in X,
V E V(U), and g a harmonic function on V such that  o0 on V B P and
h + = g on V B P. Then g = Hv h and Hvlhl is a harmonic function on V.

If h &#x3E; 0, then g &#x3E; 0, and if h is a positive function on U, then

PROOF. Choose V’ E V(U), a polar subset P’, and a harmonic function g’
on V’ such that V C V’, G/t’  o0 on V’ B P’, and

Then = G~;I I  o0 on V’BP’ and  ~ 
I 
on V’BP’,

hence E ~l (V ) . This implies that the functions Hvlhl [
and Hv h are harmonic on V and (harmonic measures do not charge polar sets!)

Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain that

on V B ( P U P’ ) and hence on V.

Finally, if h &#x3E; 0 then g = Hvh &#x3E; 0, g + K ~ h E S+(V), and h -~- K v + h =
g + K4 h on V B P. And if h is it-harmonic, this equality holds everywhere
on V by fine continuity. D

4. - The inverse 

It is not hard to see that, for every V E V, the operator on Bb (V)
is invertible (see e.g. [BHH87], [HM90]). For the proof of the crucial Lemma
11.3 we shall need the following result. It generalizes the well known fact that

+ 
’

(I + 0 for every s E Sb (V ).
LEMMA 4.1. Let V E V, s E S+ (V ), g : V ----&#x3E; [0, oo], let P be a polar subset

of V and f a Borel measurable real function on V such that = oo} C P9/’V and fa/ MrM real function on V that !/! = 00} G P

and f - g = s on V B P . Then f - g &#x3E; 0 on V B P .
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PROOF. Fix positive Kato measures vn on X with vn t /-t+, let (An ) be
an increasing sequence of compact subsets of &#x3E; 0} such that &#x3E;

0 } B = 0 and define

Then is a sequence of continuous real potentials on V which is in-

creasing to For every n E N, An C { f + &#x3E; 0 } C ( f~ = 0 } and
hence

Since the continuous potential KJ- in is harmonic on V B An, by minimum
principle

for each n E N, and hence

(even on V by fine continuity). Thus finally

The following simple consequence will be useful in the next section.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let h be a quasi-,c,c-harmonic function on an open set U in X.
Then, for every V E V (U),

PROOF. Of course, the statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.6
if h &#x3E; 0. In the general case we proceed as follows: Let P be a polar subset
of X such that  o0 on V B P andv

Define f = lv B ph. Then h on V B P,
hence

Since obviously (Hv + h) E S+(V), we conclude by Lemma 4.1
that on VBP, i.e.,

The proof is finished replacing h by -h. D
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,+inally, let us recall some known properties of the inverse of I + 
Fix s E (V), V E V. Then the positivity of f = (I + K ,+ s implies that v 

*

Fix s E (V), V E V. Then the positivity of f = (I + implies that

More generally, for all v, v’ E A4+

since

Logarithmic convexity of a H (I (presumably considered first by
F. Hirsch as being useful) yields a lower estimate:

(cf. [FdLP88], [HM90], [Keu90]). In particular,

and any inequality  cs on some subset A of V will imply that (I +

I~v + )-ls &#x3E; on A.

5. - Classical case: p+ potentially bounded, tt- Kato measure

To illustrate the power of the potential theoretic approach and to introduce
the method which will be refined in the subsequent sections let us see how

quickly we can get the desired results in the classical case (and for uniformly
elliptic operators with Holder continuous coefficients) if at least JL - is a Kato
measure (or almost a Kato measure).

There exists a constant cd &#x3E; 0 (depending on the dimension d only) such
that, for every ball B in Rd and for all x, y, z E B,

if B’ denotes the concentric ball having double radius. This implies that, for
every ball B with B c X and for every S E S+(B),

(compare with the proof of Proposition 10.3 or see e.g. [BHH87]) and hence

As we already noted, the following results are more or less known, but
their proof is presumably shorter than any other one that can be composed from
elements existing in the literature.
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THEOREM 5.1. Let it E such that JL - is a Kato measure (or - more

generally - that X can be covered by balls B such  1 / (2cd ) ) . Then
the following holds for every domain U in X :

1. For every solution u E ~, -I- of A u - UJL = 0 (quasi-continuous
unless it is absolutely continuous with respect to À) there exists a (unique)
finely continuous version, i.e., a JL-harmonic function h on U such that h = u
(X + 

2. Every ,c-harmonic function on U is locally bounded.
3. Harnack inequalities hold for positive ,c-harmonic functions on U.

PROOF. Fix a ball B such that B is contained In the domain U and y :=

2Cd 1100  1 so that by (5.2)

Let A be a compact subset of B and c &#x3E; 0 such that, for every positive
harmonic function g &#x3E; 0 on B,

Now let h be any quasi-&#x3E;-harmonic function on U. By Lemma 3.6 and Propo-
sition 4.2, the function g := I is harmonic on B, s := I E S+ (B)
and 

-

(if h is positive, then Lemma 3.2 is sufficient). By induction, for every n E N,

Since g, s E S+(B), we know by (5.4) that, for all m, n E N,

Therefore (5.5) implies that

So (1) and (2) follow from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.2 by a trivial covering
argument.

Suppose finally that h is a positive it-harmonic function on U. By fine
continuity, (5.6) implies that
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and we obtain that h is locally bounded on U.
Therefore h is in fact bounded on the closure of the ball B we are con-

sidering, and the functions sand g are bounded as well. Defining P :=
1 +

get by (3.5) and (5.3) that

Thus

Again a straightforward covering argument finishes the proof. El

REMARK 5.2. 1 ) Note that we have an explicit control of the Harnack
constants for A - JL in terms of 

~‘ 
:I: II 00 and the Harnack constants for A.

2) Obviously the same proof works for any other Brelot space where we
have a Green function Gx and a base of regular sets V such that the magic
inequality (5.1) (sometimes called (3G)-inequality, see [CFZ88]) holds for some
open neigborhood V’ of V. In particular, by results in [HS82], it can be used

for uniformly elliptic operators f- a2 + Ei bi a + c with Hölder,J ax ax i xi

continuous coefficients.

3) If JL+ is a Kato measure as well, then we do not need our preceding
,+considerations on the inverse of I + Taking B such that in addition 8 : :=

1100  1, we obtain that I I = JIGA+ 1100  1 and  8s,BI B B B -

hence

4) For Kato measures a similar Neumann series approach is the heart of the
analytic proof for Hamack inequalities for locally bounded &#x3E;-harmonic functions
given in [BHH85] ([BHH87] resp.) (we used (I + = for

 1). It is also applied in [Han93] to show that tt-harmonic
functions are locally bounded (and hence continuous). In both papers it has

been noted that the results hold as well for uniformly elliptic operators with
Holder continuous coefficients (p. 134, p. 381 resp.). Hamack inequalities for
such operators have recently been studied in [Moh98].

Moreover, knowing that (X, J1-1f) is a Brelot space it is trivial that, for

every compact subset A of U, there exists a continuous function cp : R+ -* R+
with g (0) = 0 such that
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for all positive continuous solutions of Oh - htt = 0 and all x, y E A (see
[BHH87], p. 132). Subsolution estimates are as easily obtained (see [BHH87],
p. 133). For a different approach to such estimates see [AS82], [Sim90].

5) The case where (the Kato measure) it has a density V with respect
to Lebesgue measure had been solved before in [AS82] using probabilistic
arguments and was treated by PDE methods in [CFG86] and [Sim90] ([CFG86]
and [BHH85]/[BHH87] have been written independently in the same year).

6) For comments on [Her87], [dLP90], [Zah96], [Zah] see at the end of
the introduction.

6. - c+-superharmonic functions

In our general setting we shall have an inequality of type (5.2) at least

on compact subsets of our sets V E V, but only for functions s which are
potentials on a larger set V’ and with compact superharmonic support. The

following considerations will allow us to accomplish the necessary reduction to
this case (see the proof of Proposition 10.1).

Let us note first that, for every V E V, there exists a unique kernel H~ 
+

such that 
, ,

This follows immediately from the fact that E Ht(V) C for every

w E B+ (V) and that Hv and are kernels. Of course, for every w E Bb (V),

H~ w is &#x3E; -harmonic on V. 
v

For the remainder of this section let us fix V E V and let us assume that

it E A4+ (X) in order to avoid the continuous appearance of the superscript
’-f-’. A finely continuous numerical function u &#x3E; 0 on V will be called u-
superharmonic if u # 00 and if, for every W E V(V),

Of course, the set of all j1-superharmonic positive functions on V is a
min-stable convex cone containing S+(V). Our interest in tLS+(V) stems from
(3.5) and the following characterization:

LEMMA 6. l. Let u be a finely continuous positive real function on V. If
u + is superharmonic, then u is j1-superharmonic. Conversely, if u is bounded
and j1-superharmonic, then u + is superharmonic.

PROOF. Define s := u + K4u and fix W E V(V). If s E S+(V) or u is

bounded, then Hws is a positive harmonic function on W, 0  Hwu  Hws,
and
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If u E t-tS:(V), then 0, hence s. Since s is finely continuous,
this implies that s is superharmonic.

Suppose now that S E S+ (V ) . Then P := {s = cxJ) is polar and s - Hws E
S+(W). Taking f : := we obtain by Lemma 4.1 that u

on W B P. This implies that u on W, since is finely l.s.c. 0

PROPOSITION 6.2. 0 be a finely l.s.c. bounded function on V. Then

and Ji-Rl/1 is on V B supp( 1/1). Moreover, Ji-Rl/1 for every sequence
(An) of positive Kato measures increasing to JL. If 1/1 has compact support in V,
then Ji-Rl/1 + is a potential on V.

PROOF. Fix positive Kato measures ttn on X with JLn f A. Each (X, Ji-nH)
is a harmonic space with 1 E Hence we know that the functions

are pn-superharmonic on V, pn-hannonic on and un s 
Since C C for every n E N, we obtain that

the sequence (u n ) is decreasing and

Clearly, := inf f u E 4Sb+(V) : u &#x3E; since min(v, E for

every v E ~‘S+(V ). And if v E such that v &#x3E; 1/1, then

satisfies Vn + + Ktv E S+ (V ), hence Vn E un for

every n e N, and therefore

(note that Kv v by (4.1)). Thus

Obviously,

is superharmonic for every n E N and
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Therefore s f is superharmonic (where and the set
 s } is semi-polar. Since K4u is finely continuous, (6.3) implies that

So the set (lf  u } =  s } is semi-polar, hence = Kflu,

Since are finely continuous bounded functions, the function i
is finely continuous as well, hence uf E by Lemma 6.1. But of course

1/1, since M &#x3E;: ~ and 1/1 is finely l.s.c. Thus ûf, and
hence

Let us now convince ourselves that u is -harmonic on V B supp(1/1).
So fix a set W E V ( V B supp(p)). Since the functions u n are pn-hannonic
on V B supp( 1/1 ), the functions un + Kw un are harmonic on W. Of course,

0  1 and 1 - 0. Using (6.2) and (6.3)
we thus conclude that

is harmonic on W. Suppose finally that is compact in V. Then there
exists a bounded potential q on V such that q a 1/1, hence and s being
majorized by the potential q + on V is a potential itself. D

7. - Uniform Harnack inequalities for positive perturbations

To illustrate the use of Proposition 6.2 let us show how it can be applied
to obtain Harnack inequalities if the measure p E is positive. The
control of Harnack constants which our approach yields and which is important
in some applications seems to be new. We recall, however, that for measures
uc e the mere validity of Harnack inequalities for positive p-harmonic
functions is already known (see [FdLP88] for the classical situation, [dLP90] for
our general case). The idea of using balayage with respect to JL+ -superharmonic
functions to avoid an assumption of type (5 .1 ) is borrowed from [dLP90].

LEMMA 7.1. Let U, V E V such that V c U, let A be a compact subset of V
and let A’ be a compact neighborhood of V in U. Then there exists 0
such that, for every y E A’ B V and for every JL E 
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PROOF. We choose an open set W such that A C W and W c V. Then

Hence

is a strictly positive real number. Now fix x E A, y E A’B V, and it E 
Then, using the symmetry of 

Combining Proposition 6.2 with Lemma 7.1 we obtain the following:

PROPOSITION 7.2. Let U, V E V such that V C U, let A be a compact subset of
V and let A’ be a compact neighborhood of V in U. Then, for every it E 

and for every locally bounded p-harmonic function h &#x3E; 0 on a neighborhood of U,
there exists a potential p on U such that p is harmonic outside A’ B V and

PROOF. Let W be an open neighborhood of V in A’, fix p E and

a locally bounded A-harmonic function h &#x3E; 0 on a neighborhood of U, and
define a finely l.s.c. function 1/1 on U by

From Proposition 6.2 we know that

is a potential on U which is harmonic on U B W. Moreover, h on U,
JlR1f¡ = h on W, hence p &#x3E; h on A and on the set W the potential p differs
from the function h + Kth E H(U) by the potential which is
harmonic on W. So p itself is harmonic on W.

Of course, there are continuous real potentials pn on U, n E N, such that
pn f p and each pn is harmonic outside A’ B V, i.e., p, = supp(pn) C
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A’ B V. We conclude from Lemma 7.1 that on A
for every n E N and hence

By (4.3), we finally obtain that, for every x E A,

COROLLARY 7. 3. Let A, V, A’, U be as in Proposition 7.2 and let c &#x3E; 0 such
that sup g (A)  c inf g (A) for every harmonic function g &#x3E; 0 on V. Then

for E and every 0 on a neighborhood
ofU.

PROOF. Choosing p as in Proposition 7.2 we have

As usual a covering argument now yields Hamack inequalities for positive
it-harmonic functions on every domain U in X provided It E is

positive.

8. - ,-bounded sets and existence of positive ,u-harmonic functions

Then L U is a positive bounded operator on It is easily verified that L v
defines a kernel on U and that, denoting this kernel by L~ as well, we have
(I + Finally, we introduce a kernel st on U by

Let us note that the functions and are finely continuous for every
f E Bb(U). Hence st f is finely l.s.c. for every Borel function f &#x3E;; 0 on U.
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We say that U is /-t -bounded if the function SU 1 is bounded. Obviously,
U is p-bounded if it &#x3E; 0 or if  1 or, even more generally, if

 1 for some n E N. If U is it-bounded, then it is easily verified
that I + K t is invertible and

Equality (8.2) reflects the fact that perturbation by A can be achieved perturbing
by first and then by u,- . For details and various characterizations of JL-
bounded sets the reader might look at [BHH87] and [HM90]. For us it is

important that there is a close connection between tt-boundedness of U and
the existence of positive &#x3E;-harmonic functions on U (see also Corollary 10.5,
Proposition 13.5 and Proposition 13.6). Let us note first that, for every U E V,
there exists a bounded harmonic function go &#x3E; 1 on U (it suffices to choose
V E V containing U, to define g = and to take go = 

PROPOSITION 8.1. A set U E V is A -bounded ifand only if there exists a bounded
function h &#x3E; 1 on U, and then

for any bounded harmonic function go &#x3E; 1 on U.

PROOF. Fix a bounded harmonic function go &#x3E; 1 on U and let f : _
Then f by (4.4).

Suppose first that U is &#x3E;-bounded. Then ho := is a bounded

&#x3E;-harmonic function on U, h o &#x3E; f by (8.2), and we may take h = h o / inf h o ( U ) .
Now suppose conversely that we have a bounded &#x3E;-harmonic function

h &#x3E; 1 on U and define ho := Then the function

is harmonic on U ho, hence g g 0. Therefore 0

by Lemma 4.1, and we obtain by induction that, for every mEN,

hence SU f =  ho. This implies (8.3). In particular, U is

&#x3E;-bounded. D

PROPOSITION 8.2. Let U be a domain in X and let h &#x3E; 0 be a locally bounded
function on U which is not identically zero. Then inf h (A) &#x3E; 0 for

every compact subset A of U. In particular, every V E V(U) is tt-bounded.
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PROOF. Let x E { h &#x3E; 0 } and take V E V(U) containing x. By Lemma 3.6
and (4.3), s E S) (V) and

Since s(x) &#x3E; h(x) &#x3E; 0, we know that s &#x3E; 0 on V. Moreover, is
bounded. Since &#x3E; is 1., therefore obtain that for every
compact subset A of V. So the set {h &#x3E; 0} is open and has no boundary point
in U. Thus h &#x3E; 0 on U, and it follows now immediately that inf h(A) &#x3E; 0 for

every compact subset A of U (cover A by finitely many sets in V(U)). The
proof is finished by an application of Proposition 8.1. D

The second statement is also a consequence of the following inequalities
needed in Section 11.

PROPOSITION 8.3. Let U, V E V, V C U. Then Z~ ~ Z~ and S~  S". In
particular, V is J1-bounded if U is 

PROOF. This follows easily from general properties of iterated perturbations
(see [BHH87]), but for the convenience of the reader we give a direct proof:
Using (3.2) we have

hence

where (I + is a kernel. r-i

For our proof of Harnack inequalities on u-bounded sets the following
observation is essential (see Proposition 11.2).

PROPOSITION 8.4. If V E V is J1-bounded, then V is (~c,c - 
some E &#x3E; 0.

Since

Proposition 8.4 is an immediate consequence of the next lemma which will be
needed in a discrete situation in Section 14 (see Proposition 14.5).
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LEMMA 8.5. Let K, L be bounded kernels on a measurable space (E, ?). If
Ln 1 is bounded, then + £K)n 1 is bounded for &#x3E; 0.

PROOF. Let M be any bounded kernel on (E, ~) . Then M acts as positive
operator on the Banach space fb of all bounded f-measurable functions on E
equipped with the norm of uniform convergence. If ¿~o Mn 1 is bounded,
then obviously ~~=o Mn is the inverse of I - M on fb and this inverse (I - M) -1
is a positive operator. Conversely, if (I - M)-1 exists and is positive, then
f :_ (I - M)-11 E f:, f = 1 + Mf, hence f, and 
is bounded.

Assume now that bounded, define

and take E &#x3E; 0 such that

Then = f3, and £z~ (s (I - L ) ~ ~ K 16 ’~ 1 s 
( 1 - Of course, I - (L + sK) is invertible and

By our preceding considerations (I - L ) -1 I and (I - ~ (I - L ) -1 K ) -1 1 are positive
operators, hence (I - (L +~A~))’~ I is a positive operator,

In particular, is bounded. We even get more precisely that

REMARK 8.6. Assume that V E V is ~-bounded. Then Lemma 8.5 implies
that, given any v E there always exists s &#x3E; 0 such that V is 

bounded, and it is easily seen that V is (tt + v)-bounded.
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9. - Local triangle property of the Green function

In the following we shall need the local triangle property we already men-
tioned in the introduction:

(LT) There exists a covering of X by open sets U such that for some constant C &#x3E; 0

(which may depend on U) and all x, y, Z E U

REMARK 9.1. If W E V is a neighborhood of U, then (9.1) holds (with
some iai&#x3E;iani C &#x3E; 0) if and only if there exists a constant C &#x3E; U such that,
for all x, y, z E U,

It suffices to note that for some c &#x3E; 0

(The first inequality is trivial. To prove the second inequality let bo :=
inf{Gyy (x, y) : x, y E U} and b1 := sup{GX (z, y) : y E U, z E 8W). Fix x, y E U.
Then b1 and hence Gw(x, y) = (HwGx(., y))(x) &#x3E;

y ) / 2 if y ) &#x3E; If, however, y )  2b 1, then y) &#x3E;
bo &#x3E; boG x (x, y) / (2bl).)

CLASSICAL CASE: If X = d ? 3, then GRd(X, y) = Kd Il x - 
and (9.1 ) holds for U = X, C = 2d-2. Indeed, given x, y, z E R, we have

z I I ~ y I I /2 or I I z - [[x - y I I /2. Using Remark 9.1 we get (LT)
for any other domain X in d &#x3E; 3.

If D := {x E R2 : I  r}, xo E II~2 , r &#x3E; 0, then

Let U := JX E R2 : r/21. Then, for all e t/,

If x, y, z E U, x =j::. y and, say, II x - yII12, then z)  y),
hence

(if x = y, then y) = oo and the desired inequality holds trivially). Using
Remark 9.1 we get (LT) for any domain X in JR2 such that Xc is non-polar.

Finally, if X is a an open interval or an open half-line, then Gx is con-
tinuous and real on X x X and (LT) holds trivially.

More generally, we have the following result:
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PROPOSITION 9.2. The local triangle property holds if X is covered by open
sets U such that there exists a quasi-metric p  a  00 on U, a decreasing function
cp : [0, a[ - [0, oo], and constants Cl, C2 &#x3E; 1 such that

and

In particular, the local triangle property holds for Green functions associated with
sub-Laplacians on stratified Lie algebras with homogeneous dimension Q &#x3E; 3 (with

= t2-Q).
PROOF. By definition of a quasi-metric, there exists C3 &#x3E; 0 such that, for

all x, y, z E U,

Of course, we may assume that C3 = for some k E N (k = 1 if p is a

metric). Fix x, y, z E U. Then

without loss of generality p (x , z) &#x3E; 2 -k p (x , y). Then

For stratified Lie algebras the reader might consult [FS82] and [HH87]). 0

PROPOSITION 9. 3. The local triangle property holds if G X = 00 on the diagonal
and if X can be covered by open sets U such that for all x, y E U, y,

where p is any metric on X, B (x, r) = { y E X : p (x, y)  r ~ and B ~ ~ B ( is any
Borel measure on X having the doubling property and weak quadratic increase, i.e.,

In particular, every Green function Gx associated with an ==

~~=1 C M~ ~ ~ 3, where X 1, ... , Xr are smooth vector fields satis-
fying condition for hypoellipticity has the local triangle property.
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PROOF. Fix x, y, z in a set U where (D) and (WQI) hold. It suffices to
consider the y. Then

If a  2p (x, z), we take (x, y) = (x, z). If a &#x3E; 2p (x, z), then a  2p (z, y) and
taking (x , y ) = (z, y) we obtain that B (x , a ) C 2a). Defining a = y)
we have in both cases

hence

If a  a, then

If a &#x3E; a , then

The situation where (X, H) is given by £ = ~~ -1 X~ and Gx is the fundamental
solution of -,G, i.e., y) = -8y, is a special case (see [SC84], [NSW85],
and [CGL93], p.702): Locally 

,

where p is the (X 1, ... , X r )-control distance, i.e., p (x, y) is the infimum of all
T &#x3E; 0 such that x and y can be joined by a sub-unitary curve y : [0, T] - R d

(i.e., such that (y (t) ~ ~)2  ~) 2) . Not only the doubling
property (see [CGL93]), but also the weak quadratic increase of ~,(B(x, r)) is

an immediate consequence of

where I varies in a finite set, hj is continuous, and d (I ) &#x3E; d &#x3E; 3 for every I. D
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REMARK 9.4. 1) It is easily seen that - as in Proposition 9.2 - it suffices
to know that p is a quasi-metric.

2) Let us note that the Green function for stratified Lie algebras is symmetric
and that for the sum of squares of vector fields we know at least that, given
the set U, there exists a constant C &#x3E; 0 such that, for all x, y E U,

and hence every ~,c in Mpb(X) (MKato(X) resp.) is also potentially bounded (a
Kato measure resp.) with respect to the adjoint Green function *Gx : (x, y) H

Moreover, in both cases the axiom of domination holds (see [HH87]
and [Hue88]).

It will be crucial for our method to control GX(Zj-1, for any
n E N and points zo, z 1, ... , zn in a small set U by the value of G x (zo, zn ) .
Having (LT) this is easily achieved:

LEMMA 9.5. Let U be an open subset of X and C ~ 1 such that, for all
x, y, z E U,

Then, for every n E all choices of points zo, Zl, ... , Zn E U,

PROOF. We first claim that for k = 0, 1, 2, ...

This is trivial if k = 0. Suppose now that k E N is such that (9.5) holds for
k - 1. Fix n E N such that 1  n  2k and take zo,..., zn E U. To prove
(9.5) it suffices to consider the case n &#x3E; =: m. Then by assumption

and by induction hypothesis

Therefore (9.5) holds. To finish the proof it suffices to note that 2k-1  n  2k
implies that C~ = = 

- - 

0

Recall that in the classical situation on X = 3, the constant C is

equal to 2d-2 and hence 
- - - -

The following is what we really need to deal with negative perturbations
(it is very important to admit that zn is an arbitrary point in V’):
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LEMMA 9.6. Suppose that G x has the local triangle property. Then for every
V’ E V and x E V’ there exists a neighborhood V of x in V’ having the following
property :

(LT’) There exist a &#x3E; 1 and Q E ~I such that

for every n E Is1 and all choices of points zo, z 1, . - - , Zn-1 i E V, Zn E V’.

PROOF. Given x E V’ E V choose a neighborhood U of x in V’ I such that
U C V’ and (9.4) holds for everv n E N and all points 71 z.. c 1J

Moreover, fix a neighborhood V of x with V C U and a constant c &#x3E; 0 such
that cGv, on U x U (see Remark 9.1). There exists c’ &#x3E; 1 such that

for every harmonic function g &#x3E; 0 on U. Now fix zo, z 1, ... , and

zn E V’. If zn E V’ B U, then G ~~ (~, zn ) is harmonic on U and hence

If zn E U, then zo, z 1, ... , zn E U and

From now we shall always assume that the Green function G x has the local
triangle property.

DEFINITION 9.7. We shall say that a pair (V, V’) E V x V is admissible

(with constants a and Q) if V C V’ and (9.5) holds.

Then we know by Lemma 9.6 that for every x E X and for every neigh-
borhood W of x there exists an admissible pair (V, V’) such that X E V and
V’ c W.

10. - First consequences

In the classical case we know the following: If it E Mpb(X), V’ is a ball,
and h &#x3E; 0 is a locally bounded it-harmonic function on a neighborhood of V’,
then the positive superharmonic function s = h + K’± h on V’ satisfiesvi

V" being the concentric ball having twice the radius of V’ (see (5.3)).
In our general setting the following result will serve as a substitute for

(10.1).
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PROPOSITION 10 .1. Let (V, V’) be admissible and let A be a compact subset
of V. Then there exists c &#x3E; 0 such that, for every JL E and for every
bounded ,c,c-superharmonic function t &#x3E; 0 on V’, there exists u E such that
u  t on V’, u = t in a neighborhood of V, s := u + E st(V’), and

For the proof we shall need Proposition 6.2 and Proposition 10.3. Note
that the following lemma differs from Lemma 7.1 by admitting any y E A’.

LEMMA 10. 2. Let A, V, V’ be as in Proposition 10. 1 and let A’ be a compact
neighborhood of V in V’. Then there exists c &#x3E; 0 such that, for every tt E 
and for every y E A’,

PROOF. By Lemma 9.6 there exists a &#x3E; 1 such that, for all x, z E V and
y E V

and hence

Moreover

Now fix tt E E A and y E A’. Integrating (10.3) with respect to /1
on V we obtain that

Furthermore,

Note that we used the symmetry of G in both estimates. Adding these inequal-
ities and taking c = 2a + we conclude that
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PROPOSITION 10. 3. Let A, V, A’, V’ be as in Lemma 10.2. Then there exists
c &#x3E; 0 such that, for every it E and for every potential p on V’ with
superharmonic support contained in the interior of A’,

PROOF. There exist measures pn g 0 supported by A’ such that Gpn t p.
Choosing c &#x3E; 0 according to Lemma 10.2 we obtain by Fubini that, for every
x E A and n E N,

The proof is finished letting n tend to infinity. 0

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 10.1. Fix fl E and t E We

choose a continuous function cp on V’ such that 0  ~p  1 on a

neighborhood of V, and the support C of cp is contained in the interior of A’.
Let

Of course, u  t on V’ 
I and hence u = t on {~p = 1 }. By Proposition 6.2,

s : = u + K ’, u is a potential on V’, harmonic on V’ B C. Using (4.3) and
Proposition 10.3 we thus obtain that

COROLLARY 10.4. Let (V, V’) be admissible and let A be a compact subset
of V. Then there exists c &#x3E; 0 such that, for every JL E and for every
u-superharmonic function t &#x3E; 0 on V’,

PROOF. If t is bounded, then (10.5) follows immediately from Proposition
10.1, since K t t = Kflu s s. The general case is obtained considering
tn := min(t, n ) and letting n tend to 00 . D

COROLLARY 10.5. Let U be a domain in X, /,t E M;b(X), and t &#x3E; 0 a i,c-
superharmonic function on U which is not identically zero. Then inf t (A) &#x3E; 0 for
every compact subset A of U .

PROOF (see also [dLP90]). Since we may replace t by inf(t, 1), we can of
course assume that t is bounded. Let (V, V’) E V x V be admissible such that
V’ C U and t (x ) &#x3E; 0 for some x E V. Fix a compact subset A of V and take
s E Sb (V’) as in Proposition 10.1. Then s &#x3E; 0 on V’, since s (x) &#x3E; t (x) &#x3E; 0,
and hence

As in the proof of Proposition 8.2 we now conclude that t &#x3E; 0 on U, inf t (A) &#x3E;

0 for every compact subset A of U. D
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11. - Local boundedness and Harnack inequalities

Suppose for a moment that E Fix X E X and let (Vo, V’)
be admissible such that x E Vo. Then there exists a constant a &#x3E; 0 such that

for all zo, z1 I E V, Z2 E V’. Choose V E V such that X E V C Vo and

y := 1100  1. Define a kernel M by

Then we obtain that, for every y E V’,

Integrating with respect to positive measures on V’ and taking increasing limits
we conclude that Ms  ys on V and hence

for every s E S+ (V’) . In our general case we have to work harder to get a
similar estimate.

Suppose again that we only have /t E Mpb(X) and consider an admissible
pair (V, V’). Let M be as above, define

and note that obviously

Assuming that V’ is ~-bounded, i.e., that bounded we want to
find a real constant c g 0 such that cs on V for all s E S+ (V’) .
To that end we need perturbed Green functions:

For every v E there exists a Green function for V’ with

respect to (X, VH) and is related to Gv’ by

for every y E V’. In particular, "G ~ ~  and
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for every

Moreover, it is known that vGv’ is symmetric, i.e., that vGv’(x, y) = vGv’(y, x)
for all x, y E V’ (see [Bou79] or Lemma 15.1).

If (vn ) is a sequence of positive Kato measures increasing to ~+, then, by

1 dud Q C that

for every n E N and all choices of points zo~i.’’ - ~ Zn-I E V, Zn E V’.

LEMMA 11.1. For every n E I~ and for all x E V, y E V’,

PROOF. By our preceding considerations we may assume that g+ is a Kato
measure. Fix x E V, y E V’, and define s = Gv,(., y). Taking zo = x and
Zn+ = y we have by ( 11.1 ) that

Gv,, we conclude from ( 11.2) that

where

and, for every 0  j  n, using the symmetry of G v, and ~‘+G v~
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Let us define

00 00

If V’ is u-bounded, then E Mn 1  (M’)n 1 _  00, hence we
n=1 n=i

know by Lemma 8.5 that

for some s &#x3E; 0. Thus

if V’ is it-bounded. So the following estimate will be useful:

PROPOSITION 11. 2. For every S E S+ (V’),

PROOF. If ( 11. 3 ) is true for every function s = G v, (., y), y E V’, then
(11.3) holds for every s = G’,, p &#x3E; 0 a finite Radon measure on V’, and
hence for every S E S+ (v 1) taking increasing limits.

So fix y E V’ and let s = Gv~ (~, y), x E V. Define y = II +

2)QMnl1100 and let K = . Then, by Lemma 11.1,

for every n E N, and therefore (using the inequality n + 1  ( j + 1 ) (n - j + 1)
for 0 j n-1)

finishing the proof.
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The following key lemma will be strong enough to yield local boundedness
of it-harmonic functions, Harnack inequalities for positive A-harmonic functions,
and existence of finely continuous modifications.

LEMMA 11. 3. Let h be a quasi-c.c-harmonic function in V’ and s E S+ (V’) such
that h I  s q.e. on a V . Then

If h is on V’, then h ~  cv, v~ Hv s on V.
PROOF. Let g be a harmonic function on V and P a polar subset of V’

such that on B P, on "1’1 B P, and

By Lemma 3.6, g = Hvh. Define

We first claim that

Indeed, we have ( I + =  oc on V B P. Defining

f = we hence know that  oo on V B P . Moreover,

f + K"+f on V BP
where Hv s and Hv s - g = Hv (s - h ) are positive harmonic functions on V,
since by assumption s - h &#x3E; 0 q.e. on a V . So ( 11.4) follows from Lemma 4.1.

Since it-(P) = 0, a trivial induction now leads to

for every k E N. From Proposition 8.3 we know that

By Proposition 11.2,

In particular,

so we conclude from (11.5) that

hence h  cv, q.e. on V. If h is it-harmonic on V’, then this inequality
holds everywhere on V by fine continuity. The proof is finished replacing h
by - h . 0
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THEOREM 11.4. Let U be a domain in X admitting a locally bounded positive
which is not identically zero. Then the following holds:

1. For every on U there exists a (unique) 
function it such that it = h q.e.

2. Every on U is locally bounded.

PROOF. Let h be a quasi-p-harmonic function on U. Fix x E U and an
admissible pair (V, V’) such that x E V, Then V’ I is u-bounded by
Proposition 8.1. By Lemma 3.6, there exists a function s E S+(V’) such that

[  s q.e. on V’. Applying Lemma 11.3 we obtain that h I ~ q.e.
on V. The function Hv s is continuous and real on V. If h is even j-harmonic
on U, then ~~ ~ c~ v~ Hv s by fine continuity showing that h is locally bounded
on V, hence locally bounded on U.

In the general case, a trivial covering argument (and the fact that countable
unions of polar sets are polar) yields a polar set P in U such that

for every compact set A in U. Thus an application of Lemma 3.5 proves ( 1 ). 0

PROPOSITION 11.5. Let U be a domain in X admitting a locally bounded positive
A -harmonic function which is not identically zero. Let (V, V’) be admissible such
that V’ C U, and let A be a compact subset of V and co &#x3E; 0 such that

for every harmonic function g &#x3E; 0 on V. Then there exists c &#x3E; 0 (the constant from
Lemma 10.2) such that, for every c,c-harmonic function h &#x3E; 0 on U,

PROOF. Fix a -harmonic function h &#x3E; 0 on U. We know already from
Theorem 11.4 that h is locally bounded. Recall that h is p+-superharmonic.
So by Proposition 10.1 there exists u E B)(V/) such that

Define

Of course,

since Hvs s s. Moreover, 0  h = u  s on V . So Lemma 11.3 implies that

Since sup g(A)  coinfg(A), we finally obtain (11.6) combining (11.7) and
(11.8). 0
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THEOREM 11.6. Let U be a domain in X admitting a locally bounded positive
p-harmonic function which is not identically zero. Then Harnack inequalities hold
for positive u-harmonic functions on U.

PROOF. Given x E U, we may choose an admissible pair (V, V’) such that
x E V and V’ c U. By Proposition 11.5 we know that, for every compact
subset A of V and for every p-harmonic function h &#x3E; 0 on U,

herc o’ - - ---xp(,-"Glt+" II ’tt ,/l - 
- A .’ . 1 Lito/ 

- i  1x5. A cohering finishes the

proof. 
’ 

D

Since every V E V such that  1 is &#x3E;-bounded, we immediately
have the following (showing in particular that the main assertion of [dLP90] is

valid if (LT) holds):

COROLLARY 11.7. Let Y be the union of all V E V such that JIG" II 00  1

(Y = X if Jl- E and let U be a domain in Y.

Then for every quasi-03BC-harmonic function h on U there exists a It-harmonic
function h on U such that h = h q.e. Every 03BC-harmonic function on U is locally
bounded and Harnack inequalities hold for positive tt -harmonic functions on U.

If X c R d and if (X, H) is associated with an operator £ of type ( 1.1 ) or
(1.2) we obtain the following consequences relating solutions of ult = 0

(in the appropriate sense) directly to the preceding results:

THEOREM 11.8. Let U be a domain in X admitting a locally bounded positive
function which is not identically zero. Then the following holds:

1. If JL = Vh and u is a solution of ,Cu - Vu = 0, then there exists a (unique)
jl-harmonic function h on U such that h = uk-a.e.

2. If u is a quasi-continuous solution of Au - ult = 0, then there exists a (unique)
It -harmonic function h on U such that h = u q.e.

PROOF. Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2, and Theorem 11.4. 0

12. - Brelot spaces of tt-harmonic functions

As in the introduction let Mpbc(X) be the set of all tt E Mpb(X) such that,
for every V in V, = G1V/l+ - G1V/l- is continuous (while Gl/l+ and
GiV/l- may have discontinuities). Of course, every Kato measure &#x3E; E 
is contained in and
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At the end of this section we shall see that every v E is the positive
part of many measures in provided that axiom D is satisfied.

It is a remarkable fact that, for every &#x3E; E sufficiently small
open sets are ~-bounded. This is a consequence of the following basic lemmas
contained in [Keu90]:

LEMMA 12.1. Suppose that {L E Mpbc(X). Then, for every x E X and for
&#x3E; 0, there exists a neighborhood V of x such that every

U E V contained in V.

LEMMA 12. 2 . 
then U is 

For the convenience of the reader (and since [Keu90] is still waiting for
publication) we repeat the proofs:

PROOF or LEMMA 12.1. There is a set W E V containing x such that

G~I(x)(1 -  ~ / 3 on Wand a compact neighborhood V of x in W
such that G ~’~,y (x ) [ s/3 on V. Let U E V such that U C V. Then

0:::: 1 - 1 - and [  ~ / 3 on U, hence

PROOF OF LEMMA 12.2. Let K 1 = a = IIG|| 1100 = Usingu u

the trivial identity

and looking at (4.3) and (4.4), we see that the positive operator ( I ~- l~ + ) -1 K +
on has a norm

and hence II (I + I~ +) -1 II  2 - e-a . Thus

As already stated in the introduction we have the following result:

THEOREM 12. 3. For every E Mpb(X) the following statements are equiva-
lent :

1. A E 
2. (X, is a harmonic space.
3. (X, is a Brelot space.

In particular, for every E every A-harmonicfunction is continuous
and Harnack inequalities hold for positive 1-t-harmonic function on every domain
in X.
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PROOF. (3) (2): Trivial.

(2) ~ ( 1 ) (see [Keu90]): Fix Uo E V and x E Uo. There exists U E V(Uo)
and h E 4H (U) such that X E U and hex) = 1. In particular, h is continuous,
and we may assume that 2 on U (if necessary replace U by a smaller
set). Moreover, given E &#x3E; 0, there exists an open neighborhood V of x in U
such that I  E on V. Finally, since is harmonic on V,
there exists a neighborhood W of x in V such that

Then, for every v E W ,

where the last inequality holds because of 1 - h ~  E on V. So h)
is continuous at x. In addition, is continuous on U, since h + is

harmonic on U. Thus is continuous at x, and we conclude that is

continuous at x, since G4 - G~ is harmonic on U. 
,

(1) F (3): Only little remains to be done to see that (X, is a Brelot

space if it E Indeed, based on Lemma 12.1 and Lemma 12.2, J.-

M. Keuntje [Keu90] already showed that continuous /t-harmonic functions yield
a harmonic space and that, for every p-bounded V E V, the corresponding p-
harmonic kernel Ht is given by

Having a base of it-bounded sets, we know by Theorem 11.4 and Theorem 11.6
that it-harmonic functions are locally bounded and that Hamack inequalities hold
for positive A-harmonic functions on domains in X.

Therefore we only have to convince ourselves that every p-hannonic func-
tion is not only finely continuous, but continuous. So let h be a it-harmonic
function on an open subset U of X and fix V, W E V(U) such that V c W.
Since h is locally bounded on U, we know that Ht h is continuous on V (it is
a basic property of harmonic kernels on a harmonic space to yield continuous
functions when applied to bounded Borel functions). On the other hand we
conclude from Lemma 3.6 that

Thus h is continuous on V. 0

Based on [Net75] and for the classical case, a simple example of a measure
/1 E Mpbc(X) which is not a Kato measure is discussed in [Keu90] . To

finish this section we intend to show that, at least if axiom D is satisfied as

in the classical case, any V E is the positive part of some (many)
it E For the construction of measures v E with given
discontinuities for the potentials see [Ha98]. 
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PROPOSITION 12.4. Suppose that (X, H) satisfies axiom D, i.e., that any bounded
potential on X is a countable sum of continuous potentials. Let v E and

let a be a positive Radon measure on X. Then there exists a measure v’ E 
which is singular with respect to a such that v - v’ E 

PROOF. In the classical E X : Xi = a}) = 0 except for (at most)
countably many a E R, so we may choose a dense subset {am : of R
such = am } ) = 0 for every and take

In the general case, there exists an uncountable family of disjoint Ka-sets which
are finely dense in X (see e.g. [Han81]). So there exists a finely dense A

such 0, and we take a sequence (An) of compact sets such that
An t A.

Let us assume first that the support of v is contained in a relatively compact
open subset U of X. Then G~ is a bounded potential and there exist continuous
potentials pk on X , k E N, such that

Keeping k E N fixed, the sequence is increasing to pk, since A =

An is finely dense in X and = pk (by definition, Rpk nu is the infimum
of all s e S+(X ) such that s &#x3E; pk on An f1 U, and liminfy--+x 

. 
f1 U kSo there exists a natural number nk such that + 82- &#x3E; pk and, by

axiom D, we may find continuous real potentials qk, qk such that

and

We have

where the measure pk is supported by A,k f1 U and hence is singular with
respect to a. It now suffices to take

Indeed, the measure v’ is obviously singular with respect to a. Moreover,
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where the potentials pk , qk are continuous and 0  pk - qk  E 2-k . Thus

0  G~  ~ and G~ is continuous.
To finish the proof for an arbitrary V E choose a sequence (Un )P 

_

of relatively compact open sets covering X such that Ui = 0 and Un C U,+,
for every n E N. For each n E N, VI := so we may
choose vn E singular with respect to of and supported by Un+1, such
that vn E Then v’ := has the desired properties, since
the sum is locally finite. D

REMARK 12.5. A66uiiic that (X, ’ -t) satisfies axiom D, iiiai v C i pb ),
and p &#x3E; 0 is any Radon measure on X such that p ( V ) &#x3E; 0 for every finely
open V with v (V ) &#x3E; 0. Using [BH86], p. 84, it is then possible to construct
v’ E such that v - v’ E and v’ is absolutely continuous with
respect to p.

COROLLARY 12.6. If (X, H) satisfies axiom D, then JL E A4pb,(X)l } =

PROOF. It suffices to apply Proposition 12.4 to the case or = v E A4+ (X).
Then certainly (v - v’)+ = v. Q

13. - Harnack inequalities on dense subsets

In this section we shall return to the general situation of a measure A E
where we might not have a base of it-bounded sets. We shall see,

however, that nevertheless there is a dense open set Y in X such that Hamack
inequalities hold for positive A-harmonic functions on domains in Y. This
is true even for potentially finite measures (see Corollary 13.8). And in the

following section we shall prove that it is impossible to say much more: Any
dense open subset of X can be the maximal open subset Y of X such that
Hamack inequalities hold on subdomains of Y.

To deal effectively with discontinuities of potentials we introduce the fol-
lowing : Given any It E and x e X, let d,(x) be the oscillation which

potentials have at x E U, i.e., we define

where U is any set in V containing x (observe that the right side does not
depend on the choice of U). Obviously,
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for every U E V containing x, since Glu4 - G4 = HuGlu4 is continuous
on U. Moreover, d, is an u.s.c. function.

Of course, Mpb(X) is a Kato measure if and only dp - 0. And

dJL+ = d,- if A E Furthermore, it is easily verified that daJL = ad,
and max (d~, , d" )  for all p, v E and a E R+.

PROPOSITION 13. l. For every p E and every X E X ,

PROOF. Of course, (13.2) implies that for every U e
V containing x. Fix s &#x3E; 0. There exists W E V containing x such that

G yy (x ) ( 1 -  s on W. Choose U e V (W ) such that x e U and

G~  + + s on U. Since is l.s.c., we may assume that

G~ &#x3E; G$ (x) - s on U. Using 1 we conclude that &#x3E;

&#x3E; G W (x ) - 2s and finally

COROLLARY 13.2. Ifit E Mpb(X) and X E X  l, then every
su, ffcciently small open neighborhood of x is 

The following lemma shows that the closed set Id,,- &#x3E; 1 } has no interior
points :

LEMMA 13.3. Let &#x3E; 0 be a l.s.c. real function on X and

for x e X. Then cp is u.s.c. and, for every E &#x3E; 0, the set {~p ~ E I is a closed set
having no interior points.

PROOF. It is immediately seen that w is u.s.c. and hence {~p &#x3E; El is closed
for every E &#x3E; 0. Fix x &#x3E; 0, and an open neighborhood U of x. There
exists a non-empty open subset V of U such that 1/1 is bounded on V. Indeed,
otherwise each would be an open set which is dense
in U, hence &#x3E; n } would be dense in U. However, the intersection
is empty, since we assumed that 1/1  oo. Consider now z E V such that

&#x3E; sup 1/1 (V). Obviously sup 1/1 (V ) &#x3E; lim (y), hence  E. 0

Let

Obviously, the set X, is open and E. is a relatively open subset of the closed
set X B X~, .

By Corollary 13.2,  1 } C X,, hence by Lemma 13.3, Theorem 11.6,
and Theorem 11.8 we obtain the following (see also Corollary 13.8):
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THEOREM 13.4. X,~ is a dense open subset of X. For every domain U in 
j1,-harmonic functions on U are locally bounded and Harnack inequalities hold for
positive j1,-harmonic functions on U.

Moreover, if X C R d and (X, 1t) is associated with an operator ,C, then state-
ments (1) and (2) of Theorem 11.8 are true for every open subset U of 

Later on we shall see that for every dense open subset Y of X there exists
a measure j1, E Mpb(X) such that Y = X,~ and d~,- = lxBy. Moreover, e.g.
the two extreme cases E, = 0 and = X B Y do occur (see Proposition 14.3
and Proposition 14.4).

Improving Proposition 8.1 and 9-2 we hP ahlp to decide

if Harnack inequalities hold (formally) also on domains containing points of

PROPOSITION 13.5. Let (V, V’) be admissible and  oo. Let go &#x3E; 1 be

a bounded harmonic function on V’. Then h := (I - is a.f v vf

function on V and &#x3E; h &#x3E; 
v v

PROOF. S ince go _ I I go I I  oo 1  I I I I oo I I go I I oo and go &#x3E; 1, thePROOF. Since Klvt,+go :::: Ilgoll.K’, I :::: JIGAV,+Il.llgoll. and go 2: 1, the
v v v -

inequalities follow from (4.1), (4.3), and Proposition 8.3. Defining

we have

Every pn is a potential on V’ with superharmonic support contained in V.

Given a compact subset A of V, we know from (4.3) and Proposition 10.3 that
there exists c &#x3E; 0 such that, for every n E N,

and therefore

So p  o0 on V. Of course,

Therefore  co on V. Moreover, taking := ~ 2013 we have

Lt,s0, + I = hence + (I + I~~, + )-1 go = hand
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This implies that h  co on V and = go on V. Hence 
is harmonic on V and

Thus h is it-hannonic on V. 0

PROPOSITION 13.6. Let U be a domain in X and let h &#x3E; 0 be a It-harmonic
function on U which is not identically zero. Then, for every admissible pair (V, V’) E
V x V such that V’ C U and for every W E V(V), there exists a E R+ such that
Sw 1  a h on W.

PROOF. By Corollary 10.5, inf h(V) &#x3E; 0, hence Hvh is a strictly positive
harmonic function on V. Since h + = Hv h on V B P, P polar, we obtain
by fine continuity that

By Corollary 10.4,  00. So KV h  00 as well. Since =

KV- h, we obtain that

is a real function on V satisfying I  oo. Moreover,

Thus f &#x3E; 0 by Lemma 4.1. Furthermore , f = f is finely contin-
uous, so f is a positive ,u+-harmonic function on V. It cannot be identically
zero, since Hvh &#x3E; 0 on V. Therefore, fixing W E V(V),

by Corollary 10.5 (or by Corollary 7.3). Of course, for every M E N,

hence S~ f  h and by Proposition 8.3,

THEOREM 13.7. 1) Let U be a domain such that U f1 0. Then Harnack

inequalities hold for positive J1-harmonic functions on U.
2) For every x E E,,, there exists V E V containing x and a It-harmonic function
h &#x3E; 0 on V such that lim sUPy--+x h (y) = oo. In particular, Harnack inequalities do
not hold for positive J1-harmonic functions on subdomains of V containing x.
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PROOF. 1 ) Let h &#x3E; 0 be a -harmonic function on U which is not identically
zero. Given x e U, we may choose a admissible pair (V, V’) e V x V such
that V’ C U, x e V, and take W e V(V ). Then  oo by Proposition 13.6,
hence W B X, C E J-t, W C X~. Thus U C X J-t and Harnack inequalities hold
for positive u-harmonic functions on U.

2) Fix x e E,. Then  00 for some V’ e V containing x, but of
course 00. Otherwise we could find W e V(V’) with
x e W, and  00, and then Sw 1  would imply that

 00, hence x e X,. We take V e V ( V’) such that x E V and (V, V’)
is admissible. Using Prnpnitinn 13.5 we obtain a positive 
h on V with =00. 0

If p is a signed Radon measure on X which is only assumed to be poten-
tially finite, i.e., such that  oo for every V E V (if axiom D does not

hold, we suppose explicitly that every G iv is a sum of continuous potentials),
then we conclude from Lemma 13.3 that there is a dense open subset X of X

such that e So we obtain the following improvement of Theorem
13.4:

COROLLARY 13.8. Let IL be a signed Radon measure on X which is potentially
finite. Then there exists a dense open subset Y of X such that, for every domain U
in Y, on U are locally bounded and Harnack inequalities hold
for positive on U.

Moreover, and (X, H) is associated with an operator £, then state-
ments (1) and (2) of Theorem 11.8 are true for every open subset U of Y .

14. - Construction of general examples

In this section let us suppose that y) = 00 for every y e X.
We shall see to what extent results obtained in previous sections are sharp.

In particular, we show that any dense open subset Y may be the maximal open
subset of X where Harnack inequalities hold for positive -harmonic functions
on subdomains. We shall achieve this (see Proposition 14.4) with a measure
/~ = 2013~ ~ 0 such that continuous on Y and has oscillation 1

at each point in X B Y (implying that, for every 0  8 :::: 1, Y is the union
of all V E V On the other hand, given any dense open Y
in X and any a &#x3E; 0, s &#x3E; 0, we may construct p - - v  0 such that the
oscillation of Gx at each x e X B Y is a (implying that for every
V E V intersecting X B Y ) and that nevertheless Harnack inequalities hold for
p-harmonic functions on any domain in X (see Proposition 14.5).

Let denote the convex cone of all real potentials on X which are
countable sums of continuous potentials. Moreover, it will be useful to choose
a metric for X.
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Of course, we know the following: If v E and h &#x3E; 0 is a (-v)-
harmonic function on X, then h is superharmonic by (3.5). Suppose now,
conversely, that p is a strictly positive potential in say p = Gp, and
let 

-

Then v is a positive Radon measure on X and obviously, for every V E V,

is harmonic on V. If p is locally bounded, then p E and hence

v E Applying Theorem 11.4 and Theorem 11.6 we thus obtain the

following:
PROPOSITION 14.1. Let p = Gp E 101. Then v = p-lp E 

and p is (-v) -harmonic on X. 
In particular, (-v)-harmonic functions are locally bounded and Harnack in-

equalities hold for positive (- v) -harmonic functions on every domain in X.

If, however, p is not locally bounded, then we do not know if E

(in fact, it may happen that A4+ (X)). So we have to con-
struct special examples (see Proposition 14.4). If we have such an example,
then Hamack inequalities will hold for positive (-v)-harmonic functions on a
domain U if and only if p is locally bounded on U.

A simple procedure for the construction of potentials with discontinuities
which we may control is the following: Let A be a closed subset of X having
no interior points and let S be a countable subset of A~ such that A is the
set of limit points of S. Let ax E and 8x &#x3E; 0, x E S, such that

00. Choose closed balls Cx centered at x and contained in A~,
x E S, which are pairwise disjoint and such that the sum of the radii is finite.
For every X E S, there exists bx &#x3E; 0 such that  Ex on Cx . Then

is a continuous real potential on X which is harmonic on X B Cx , hence

where the support of the measure px is contained in Cx. Clearly, the
set f px = ax + -,x I is a neighborhood of x containing supp(px). Define

LEMMA 14.2. The function p is contained in Pa(X), the restrictions P I Ac and
piA are continuous, and, for every Z E A,
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PROOF. Since px  sx on Cx, the series ¿XES Px is locally uniformly
convergent on Ac and locally uniformly convergent on A. Hence and p I A
are continuous functions.

Fix z E A and 8 &#x3E; 0. There exists a subset S’ of S such that S B S’ is
finite and ¿XES’ £X  ~ . Let

Since p - p’ - LXESBS/ PX is a continuous real function, we know that

Since p’  Ex  3 on X B UXES’ Cx and p’  Clx + 3 on Cx, p’(x) 2: ax
for every x E S’, we have

and therefore

Of course, lim ax = lim ax. Since 8 &#x3E; 0 was arbitrary,
the proof is finished. 

’ 

0

A first application yields the following:
PROPOSITION 14.3. Let A be a closed subset of X having no interior points and

let E &#x3E; 0. Then there exists a potential p = G P E Pa(X) such that the functions
piA, PIAC are continuous, p  1 + E, dp I A, X-p = Ac, and E_p = 0.
In particular, for every domain U in X, (- p)-harmonic functions on U are locally
bounded and Harnack inequalities hold for positive (- p)-harmonic functions on U.

PROOF. We take Ex, x E S, such that Ex  E and define

I

Then by Lemma 14.2 the corresponding potential p = G~ is

contained in Pa (X) , the restrictions p I A, are continuous, and dp = 1 A,
A ~ c Since 1 + sx on Cx and px  sx on X B Cx, we obtain that

Now fix z E A and V E V containing z. There exists x E V n S such that

Cx C V. Then GIlt = px  8x on the boundary of V, hence Gpx &#x3E; px - Ex .
Since 1 + ex on Dx : := supp(px), we obtain that 1 on Dx and
therefore 

- - -
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This implies that IDx for every n e N and

So z ~ (X _p U E_p), A f1 (X _p U E-p) = 0. Together with Ac C X-p this
shows that E_p - 0, X-p = Ac. The proof is finished by an application of
Theorem 13.7. D

In the situation of Proposition 14.3 Harnack inequalities hold for positive
( - p ) -harmonic functions even on domains U intersecting A, since there are no
such functions except the constant zero. But we may just as well produce the
opposite:

PROPOSITION 14.4. Let 0 be a closed subset of X having no interior
points and let 8 &#x3E; 0. Then there exists a potential p = GX E P, (X) such that
the restrictions PIA, PIAC are continuous, dp = 00 - 1 A , v := p-1 p E 
G x v  1 -f- 8, dv = lA, and p is (-v)-harmonic.
In particular, X - v = AC, E - v A, and Harnack inequalities hold for positive
(-v)-harmonic functions on a domain U in X if and only if U f1 A = ø.

PROOF. In our general construction we choose 8x, x E S, such that ¿XES 8x 
8 and take

Then, by Lemma 14.2, the corresponding potential p = EXES px = G X is
contained in the restrictions are continuous, and dp = 00. 

Moreover,

since px = satisfies p &#x3E; on on

X B Cx, and (ax + 1 + Ex on Cx. So v E and p is

( - v ) -harmonic.
In particular, Hamack inequalities for positive (-v)-harmonic functions hold

on a domain U in X if and only if U n A = 0.
Now fix z E A and 3 &#x3E; 0. There exist 17 &#x3E; q’ &#x3E; 0 such that ex  8,

(1 + &#x3E; 1 - 3, and Cx n B(z, 17’) = 0 for every x E B(z, ~)~. Let

V E V (B (z, r¡’)), z E V. Then

Taking x E V n S with Cx C V we know that G *~ (x) = ax + ex and  Ex
on the boundary of V, hence &#x3E; (ax + ex) - ex = ax and

where the last inequality follows from  dist (x, A)  1}. Using Proposition
13.1 we conclude that 1 - 3  d,, (z)  1 + 8. Thus dv(z) = 1. D
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In view of Corollary 13.2 and the preceding examples, it is natural to ask

if, for every v E at least {d" &#x3E; 1 } C X B X-v. However, this is far
from being true as the following result shows:

PROPOSITION 14. 5. Let 0 be a closed subset of X having no .interior points
and let a &#x3E; 0, c &#x3E; 0. Then there exists a potential p = G X E ~~ (X) such that the
restrictions piA, PIAC are continuous, p  a + E, dp = alA, and X - p = X.
In particular, Harnack inequalities hold for positive (- p)-harmonic functions on
every domain U in X.

PROOF. We choose Sand Cx, X E S, as before. Then we fix a natural

number « x -;-- 0, such that 2m ’ C«i&#x3E;ijcr Å t S
and define AI

Reducing the radius of C x if necessary we may assume that there is a harmonic
function gx on a neighborhood of Cx such that

We choose bx &#x3E; 0 such that on Cx and define

Then 1 = gx ~ is a neighborhood of x contained in the interior of Cx. We
fix a closed ball C2 centered at x such that pxi 1 = gx on C2 and define Px2
in the same way as Px1 replacing Cx by Cx . Continuing in this manner we
obtain potentials 

" .

such that the supports Dxj := supp(pxj), 1  j  m, are pairwise disjoint
subsets of C x and

Defining

and arguing as in the proof of Proposition 14.5 we obtain that p  a + E, the
restrictions piA, are continuous, and p = G~ with dp = all.

For every 1  j  m let
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Then A 1, ... , Am are disjoint sets and for every y E Ak, 1  k  m,

Define

We intend to show that

00 00

since then I~r 1  1/2 for some 
n=O n=O

is bounded, and hence = X.

Of course, sio =... 1 and, for every n = 0, 1, 2, ... and y E Ak,

hence

Defining tkn, 1  k  m, n = 0, 1, 2,..., recursively by

we conclude from (14.3) that

for all choices of k and n. We introduce two bounded kernels M and N on
the finite set { 1, 2, ... , m } :

(where Sj denotes Dirac mass at j). Then (14.4) implies that

for all 1 and n = 0, 1, 2, .... It is easily verified that lim,, , Mn 1 = 0
and hence bounded. By Lemma 8.5, 1 is bounded

provided E &#x3E; 0 is small enough. Then we obtain by (14.6) and (14.5) that (14.2)
holds. An application of Theorem 13.4 finishes the proof. D
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For sake of completeness let us note that our procedure for the construction
of potentials yields in fact the following (see [Ha98]):

THEOREM 14.6. Let cp ~ 0 be an u.s.c. bounded function on X such that, for
every 8 &#x3E; 0, the set {~p &#x3E; ~ } has no interior points. Then, for every s &#x3E; 0, there
exists a measure it E such that dJl = cp, G + E.P x -

REMARK 14.7. Given any measure v on X whose fine support is X it is

possible to choose it absolutely continuous with respect to v.

15. - The non-symmetric case

Symmetry of Gx has only been used in Lemma 7.1, in Lemma 10.2, and
in Lemma 11.1. Let us now see how these results have to be modified if we
do not suppose any more that Gx is symmetric.

The proof of Lemma 7.1 would lead to the inequality

where

Similarly in the proof of Lemma 10.2. Assuming that c is potentially bounded
with respect to * G we thus obtain all previous results as long as /vL - is a Kato
measure (or almost a Kato measure). Note that this condition is satisfied if, for
every compact set A in X, there is a constant C &#x3E; 0 such that

Recall that this holds in particular for the differential operators £ we considered.
Our use of the symmetry in Lemma 11.1 is more serious: We would have

to replace 1~~~’~ Mn-1-~ 1 (y) by where

Therefore, boundedness of has to be complemented by boundedness
of the sum 

If *G : (x, y) H G ( y , x ) is the Green function of an (adjoint) Brelot space,
then we may express these supplementary conditions more elegantly by saying
e.g. in Theorem 11.4 and Theorem 11.6 that, in addition, p e *H) and
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U has to admit a positive -*harmonic function which is not identically zero.
This follows immediately from our last lemma which implies that

LEMMA 15.1. Let (E, £, v) be a measure space and g, gl, g2 : E x E ---&#x3E;. [0, oo]
£ Q9 £ -measurable such that

for all x, y E E. Then 92 (Y, x) = gl (x, y) for all x, y E E such that g(x, y)  00.

PROOF. Fix E E such that g (x , y )  oo. Using both identities we
obtain that

and

Thus
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